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The Universe is built upon a framework of Universal Laws. These Laws have been 
written about and spoken about for thousands of years in the form of story-telling 
and metaphor, such as Biblical stories, and the teachings of Buddhism, the Kabbalah 
and the Freemasons. 

These Laws are consistently aligned with peace, love and Divine truth.  And they are 
the framework of the Universe. They cannot be negotiated or changed. So if we are 
to live our best lives, we must align our thoughts, words and actions with these Laws. 
If we don’t, life will be a struggle and happiness will evade us.

Right now, the world is going through massive changes, and now more than ever, 
we are being pushed to align with these Laws. Where we are not aligned with these 
Laws, our lives will become more and more difficult.

I suspect that some of these laws you may already know, such as the Universal Law 
of Attraction, whereby the more you think, visualise and feel you have something, 
the more you draw it to you. This Law was kept a secret throughout the past few 
millennia, known by certain groups and powerful people, but not the general 
populace, for reasons both good and bad. A good reason it was withheld was that 
anyone can use this law, and so if the knowledge came into the wrong hands, it could 
be misused to the detriment of the world. Alas it has been and Adolf Hitler is an 
example of this. 

The Law of Attraction was also withheld for negative reasons. Those in power - 
royalty, aristocracy, business and political figures as well as the Catholic Church - 
wanted to maintain power and control. They withheld this valuable information so 
that they could maintain power and control over those without the knowledge, and 
use them for their own purposes.

The Law of Attraction has been written about over the centuries, mostly in coded 
form. It became well-known after the release of the popular book “The Secret” by 
Rhondda Byrne,  and further explored in the book “Ask and It Is Given” by Esther 
Hicks. These books and many more came about when humanity was ready for them, 
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and while they have opened us up to the knowledge that we have the potential to 
become powerful creators, they are not the full story. In fact, the old saying “a little 
knowledge is a dangerous thing” is certainly true in this case. 

Knowing solely about the Law of Attraction has created just as much unhappiness as 
it has created happiness, because there are other important Universal Laws to know 
and utilise if we are to create the life we want and find true happiness. Focussing only 
on the Law of Attraction is like consuming only one particular food instead of a whole 
balanced meal. You may gain in one way, but you will suffer in others.

The majority of human beings are working against many of these laws, because we 
have been programmed to believe in fear and lack. When we are working against 
these laws, we are working against love and against the Universe and so we deem 
ourselves powerless. But when we know about these laws, understand them and 
work with them, we have the Universe on our side and we step into our true power.  

There are many Universal Laws, and in this book, I would like to share with you seven 
key Universal Laws that have the power to change your life and bring you more 
peace, love, abundance and happiness.

When we know 
about these laws, 

understand them and 
work with them, we 

have the Universe on 
our side and we step 
into our true power

“

“
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You have within yourself everything 
required to make your earthly 
incarnation a paradise if you choose 
to accept the truth that abundance 
is your divine birth-right. We 
currently live in a Universe of 
abundance, although the majority 
of those populating our planet 
currently view it as a Universe of 
scarcity. 

This is because we have been 
conditioned to believe in a world 
of lack. This conditioning that is 
held in our mind, body and spirit 
continues to create a reality of lack 
for the majority of people. 

Law 1: The Law of 
Abundance

We are constantly being fed messages of scarcity by the media, the Government and 
the world in general. Even those we love may be asleep to this law.

Unless we are awake and aware of this Universal Law of Abundance, we will continue 
to live our lives asleep, because our DNA contains the imprints of our ancestors’ lives 
of hardship, struggle and trauma. Most people are still in an unawakened state and 
disconnected from the Universal Source. 

This Universal Source IS the source of all that we require to live an abundant life. 
In the unawakened state, we are attached to the earthly means of gaining our 
abundance - we do not trust that we will be provided for by a loving Universe; 
instead, we become overly attached to HOW and from WHERE the money comes 
and abundance flows. We believe that our job or our investment or our spouse is the 
source of our abundance. The Truth is that they are just a channel through which the 
Source sends you your current abundance. If a channel of abundance is taken away 
from us, such as losing our job, the unawakened self automatically falls into fear and 
struggle, because we don’t trust that the Divine Source will provide for us. 
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In acknowledging and accepting the Universal Law of Abundance, we have no need 
to go into fear, for when one channel closes, we know that another channel opens. 
However if we are unaware of this law, we will be unlikely to see another channel 
open.

No matter what our circumstances, we each have the power within ourselves to 
create an abundant life. We just need to start where we are, and trust in the process. 
It is the BELIEF that abundance is our Divine Right that creates our abundance, but if 
there is no belief in this Law, we are bound to remain in fear, lack and struggle.

 We each have the 
power within ourselves 
to create an abundant 

life. We just need 
to start where we 

are, and trust in the 
process. 

“
“
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Action is necessary if we wish to create our desires because we are human and living 
on the physical plane.Thinking, feeling and talking about something isn’t enough. 
That’s wishful thinking. When we take action towards what we want, The Divine 
Source takes us seriously and will support and help us. This is because we are Co-
Creators. 

We work with the Source and it works with us. Taking action shows the Source that 
we are committed to our intention, and so it commits with us. Taking action that is 
in alignment to our intention is highly important. If we take action that moves AWAY 
FROM and NOT TOWARDS our intention, then we are giving the Source confusing 
messages and no good will come from our actions. 

Actions taken out of love will always work in our favour, but actions taken out of fear 
will ultimately not manifest any good for us. The vibration of love includes feelings 
such as inspiration, excitement, joy, peace and kindness. The vibration of fear includes 
feelings such as anxiety, worry, sadness, desperation and despair. 

Law 2: The Law of 
Action

So become aware from which 
vibration you are choosing to act 
from, and always choose love.

Actions do not ever need to be 
frantic, urgent or fearful. If you are 
taking action while feeling this way, 
it is not Divinely Right Action and 
not a reflection of your True Self. 
These actions will not bring about 
fulfilling outcomes. All actions which 
are peaceful, inspired and loving 
are Divinely Right Actions and will 
ultimately bring about fulfilling 
outcomes.
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The Universal Law of Challenges deems that we WILL be sent challenges throughout 
our lives. Why? Because we are here to transform and grow, and we will only 
transform and grow through challenges. 

By being faced with a challenge and seeking resolution, we learn valuable lessons 
and grow in wisdom. Most people react to problems and challenges with the attitude 
of “Why me?”, “This isn’t supposed to happen,” “This isn’t fair” or “There must be 
something wrong with me or my life if I’m experiencing this challenge.” None of this is 
true! In fact quite the opposite is true. 

Every challenge is in your life for a valuable reason. It is there so that you can let go of 
old conditioning or wounding and therefore grow into a higher and lighter version of 
yourself. This is highly necessary if you wish to become the powerful creator you are 

Law 3: The Law of 
Challenges

here to be. Just because 
you experience certain 
challenges doesn’t mean 
there is anything wrong 
with you or your life. Every 
challenge is perfect, and 
appears exactly when you 
need it. 

And every challenge was 
chosen by you at a soul 
level for you to experience 
this lifetime for your 
growth and evolution.

Life is a blend of both 
pleasant and desired 
experiences and 
challenging experiences, 
because we are here to 
enjoy life and also here to 
grow.
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Acceptance is the key if we are to 
live a happy and peaceful life and 
continue to move towards our 
dreams. This is because that which 
we accept has the power to change, 
but that which we resist persists. 
Challenges are inbuilt into every 
life, so we must accept them. That 
way we work with them, and not 
against them. 

By accepting everything that 
happens to us, whether we judge 
it as positive or negative, good or 
bad, we acknowledge it is all in 
our highest good, given to us by a 
loving Universe. The negatives are 
for our growth and learning, the 
positives are our rewards of good 

Law 4: The Law of 
Acceptance

karma.

Whether we resist a problem, a situation, a person, a thought or a feeling, resistance 
creates a constant internal battle. And in this state we cannot be in the vibration of 
peace and clarity. The vibration of peace is the fertile soil from which your dreams 
will grow. Nothing can grow in the infertile soil of internal conflict.

And so we must accept that difficult situations and people are in our lives for a 
reason. Do not confuse acceptance with having a victim mentality. Acceptance means 
that we accept the person and situation and that we have the power within us to 
respond to the situation from an empowered place. A victim mentality is choosing to 
feel disempowered and not doing anything to change the situation. 

Accepting a difficulty as if we have chosen it does not mean that we cannot take 
action and do something about it. Of course we can, but by taking action from the 
vibration of acceptance, we are likely to choose Divine Right Action.

We must also learn to accept our feelings because they are our truth in the present 
moment. We can acknowledge a feeling by feeling it. Feelings are energy - they pass 
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through us. Whatever we acknowledge will move on. If we refuse to accept a difficult 
feeling, we push it down and repress it, and so it remains within our energy field. 
Repressed feelings over time can manifest as depression or illness. 

And we must accept our thoughts too. Thoughts are energy forms. There is only ever 
the loving thought or the fearful thought. Loving thoughts are real; fearful thoughts 
are not. By acknowledging thoughts and questioning them as to whether they are 
truthful or just a fearful energy form, we have the power to identify with thoughts 
that serve us, and let go of those that don’t.

Acceptance means 
that we accept the 

person and situation 
and that we have 

the power within us 
to respond to the 
situation from an 

empowered place.

“
“
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Surrender is the most powerful choice there is in any situation. Whether you are 
wishing to manifest something or you have a problem you cannot solve or a question 
that needs answering, the act of surrender is the way. This is because The Divine 
Source is a Divine Matrix of Intelligence that knows ALL. 

It knows you far better than you know yourself. It knows what will truly fulfill you. It 
knows the best and most Divinely right way to manifest what it is you desire and the 
best and most Divinely right way to resolve a problem.

Rarely do our dreams manifest in the way we think they are going to. Rarely does a 
problem get resolved in the way we think it should. And sometimes even the very 
thing we have wanted to manifest doesn’t manifest. 

Why? Because The Source knows what will truly fulfill you, and so by surrendering 
your desire to the Source, you detach and let go and have faith that what comes to 
you is Divinely right, because it will be! 

Law 5: The Law of 
Surrender

As human beings we can get very 
attached to the HOW, the WHO, the 
WHERE and the WHAT. And so often 
we get it wrong. Our intelligence is 
limited. The Divine Intelligence is 
unlimited.

When we surrender, we defer to the 
True Power and all will be well. The 
more we surrender and are shown 
Divinely right outcomes, the more 
we build our trust in a loving and 
supportive Universe, and so the 
more willing we are to continue to 
surrender to the Divine Source.
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Even though most of us believe 
that we can choose the timing of 
things, The Universe is ultimately in 
charge of the timing of everything. 
This is why sometimes, no matter 
how hard we work or strive for a 
particular outcome to happen by a 
particular time, it doesn’t. 

So often we strive and push and 
force and stress and worry because 
we have become attached to the 
timing of something. We want it to 
happen in OUR time, which may be 
sooner than is truly in our highest 
good. 

The Universe knows the best 
possible timing of everything even 
if our limited mind does not agree! 

Law 6: The Law of 
Gestation (or Divine 
Timing)

If our idea of timing is in alignment with what the Universe wants for us, we are likely 
to manifest what we want when we want it. If however, our idea of timing is not in 
accordance with the Divine timing of the Universe, we may not manifest what we 
want when we want it. 

So while it is absolutely fine to have an idea of when you want to have achieved 
something, it’s important to adhere with this Universal Law and trust that things will 
manifest when they are meant to manifest and not a moment before or after. Just like 
a rose blooms or a seed germinates, there is an organic process to the manifestation 
of everything and it is perfect.

Time is not the set plane that we think it is. Time is elastic and it is affected by our 
vibration. If we believe in a lack of time, we will be saying regularly “I don’t have 
enough time.” We will find ourselves battling against time and finding there is “not 
enough hours in a day.” The truth is that there is enough time to do ALL that is in your 
highest good this lifetime. 
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Many people create “false timelines” - trying to achieve too much in a set period 
of time which only creates a low vibration of anxiety and worry, which creates an 
evermore lack of time, because time contracts in the vibration of fear. When we 
feel loving feelings such as peace, inspiration, joy, excitement and optimism, we will 
often find that we have enough time, in fact we may be amazed at how much we can 
achieve in a short period of time, because time expands in the vibration of love.  

When we understand that there is a “time for everything under heaven,” we let go of 
our old fearful relationship with time. We relax and allow the Source to be in charge.

The Universe knows 
the best possible 

timing of everything 
even if our limited mind 

does not agree

“
“
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We have been conditioned to believe that we must strive and struggle to obtain the 
things we want. Many of us believe that we are supposed to “battle through life” and 
that “life is an uphill climb.” It is not surprising if we still think this way - we are taught 
to “work hard and strive” at school, and to “climb the ladder of success.” 

Our ancestors, in their unawakened and blinkered state, experienced lives of hardship 
and struggle, and these imprints are still present in our DNA, and so this programming 
still runs within us until we wake up and embrace this powerful Universal Law.

If you see grass growing, it doesn’t try to grow; it just grows. Water doesn’t try to 
flow; it just flows. This is the way we are meant to go about things, so when we take 
action, we don’t need to force or push or struggle. We simply do what we need to 
do each day. If we come across a problem, we breathe, we relax, and we look for the 

Law 7: The Law of 
Least Resistance

easiest and simplest way 
to resolve it. Sometimes 
we can’t resolve it; 
sometimes we need to 
focus on something else 
for a while and then 
it resolves itself. And 
sometimes, we may need 
to use the Universal Law 
of Surrender and allow the 
Divine Intelligence to take 
over. 

Do not confuse the path 
of least resistance with 
the path of temptation. 
The path of temptation 
is the path of least 
resistance combined with 
unconscious action. The 
path of least resistance 
requires that we utilise 
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the Law of Action. Stay aligned to your highest intentions and choose Divine Right 
Action, but choose the path of least resistance to get there. 

We are not here to live in a state of struggle. We are here to emulate the Divine 
Intelligence. We are here to connect to the Universal Flow and to co-create the life 
we want in a loving and peaceful manner through:

• The knowledge that we have the power within us to create our own earthly 
paradise

• Choosing loving and inspired action
• Understanding that challenges are an important part of our journey
• Accepting everything that happens to us, both positive and negative
• Surrendering our desires and our problems to the Divine Intelligence for 

orchestration
• Letting go of our attachment to timing
• Taking the path of least resistance.

These are just seven of 20 Universal Laws that I teach in my online course Reset to 
Love, Peace and Abundance in Challenging Times.

If you would like to know more about 
the Universal Laws and to integrate 
them into your life through a series of 
powerful energy healing meditations, I 
have created an online course Reset to 
Love, Peace and Abundance.

This is a 7 day course in which I share 
with you 20 key Universal Laws that 
must be abided so as to create love, 
peace and abundance.

Now is the Time!
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The course includes:

• 7 video lessons for each day of the course;
• A journal and journaling process to help embody the lesson themes;
• 6 powerful healing meditations on the themes of the course;
• Daily and Weekly healing rituals and prayers to use in the future;
• Affirmations for each topic of the course which can be used beyond the course;
• Lifetime Access to the course as well as access to any updates.

This course is worth over AUD$1500. 

But I want to make this knowledge accessible to as many people as possible so I 
am pricing it at AUD$129.

 BUY
NOW
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